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Apart from 33, all the across answers have at some time 33 8 

Across 
1 H. is for artist - is asset set to fail? (7) 
5 A. was a leader, left pass in house of ale (7) 
9 C. wrote Morse, perhaps; nearly sent asunder (7) 
10 C. practised 8, and backed excellent thunder (6) 
13 A.P.'s for justice, with 'er son after Queen (9) 
16 M. is midst couture, iridescent in green (5)  
18 W.'s minister with corgi, perhaps E.R.’s too? (6) 
20 B. was once P.M., with serial I'd put in stew (8) 
21 J. sounds like a bounder, and a TV talker (8) 
22 J.'s Bruces in church, and a comical walker (6) 
24 J. was Indian leader, turned chicken pre-game (5) 
25 F. and T. were statesmen, with resolve to defame (9) 
29 A.'s leader of Left, it will be for "The Listener" (6) 
30 B. and H. are married, making fluff in "The Prisoner" (7) 
32 J.'s a thrilling author, of "Nancy's Grey" and "Meat" (7) 
33 T. is dude misguided - did this in one's retreat? (7) 

Down 
2 I'm dipping into an article to find my inner self (5) 
3 Irritated parrot, mostly seen in tax office (5) 
4/14 The Child Catcher's poem... (6) 
6 ...a country quatrain, unevenly rising (4) 
7 Distribute article about copper mill (9) 
8 A way to be out, with centre stepped back as a rule (3) 
11 Touches half a small lolly without instructions (7,2) 
12 Cover back? A chap must be careful (8) 
13 Lash opens red wound (5,3) 
14 See 4 
15 Respecting Archer, say, to get bow out (6) 
17 Encourages with up, flusters with out, and shrinks (6) 
19 Key boards airline and leaves (9) 
23/31 Say I allow a grommet? (6) 
26 Vehicle Sullivan equipped with feathers (5) 
27 Slack's glasses found in London Stock Exchange (5) 
28 Appeal of the French in Pennsylvania (4) 
29 Rescue me from den of the white-handed gibbon! (3) 
31 See 23 

 

 

 


